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Abstract—In the process of transmission, the various factors
can effect easily the multimedia information. The receiver can't
distinguish whether the received multimedia data has been
tampered. The fragile watermarking can authenticate the
authenticity and integrality of the multimedia data. The paper
analyzes the fragile watermarking based on local binary pattern.
Experimental results demonstrate that, in a copy-move and
splicing forgery, the existing algorithms can’t determine whether
a digital image is original or doctored.

feature sequences and the relation between the gray value of
the 8 neighborhood sampling point and the center pixel for
each image block with 3 × 3 pixels. Then it determines the
embedded position of the watermark information. Finally, the
binary watermark is embedded into the host image and it
obtains the watermarked image. The algorithm achieves good
invisibility. At the same time, it is robust against the additive
noise, luminance change, content tamper attacks, etc. However,
it cannot concern the performance of tamper recovery.
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On the basis of the method [9], Chang et al. [10] proposed
the fragile watermarking algorithm for tamper detection and
location with recover ability based on LBP. In the watermark
generation and embedding stage, the two LSBs of each pixel
firstly set to zero. Then it computes the LBP feature sequences
(S and W) and the corresponding mean value (M) from the
non-overlapping 3*3 blocks based on the LBP algorithm.
Finally, S, W and M will be embedded into the 2-LSBs of the
current block, then the watermarked image is formed. In the
image tamper detection and recovery stage, the calculated
watermark bits S’ and W’ will be compared with extracted
watermark bits S’’ and W’’. If they are not the same, the
current image block is judged as “tampered block”, then
recover it by the extracted pixel mean with M vector. The
scheme has efficient tamper detection, but it does not describe
how to tamper and the tamper recovery.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The development of network technology and digital
multimedia technology has brought great convenience to
people, while it also raises a number of security issues. During
network transmission, digital media can easily be copied,
processed, disseminated and exposed, so, how to identify the
authenticity and integrity of digital multimedia data has
become an urgent problem.
The fragile watermarking algorithm applied to the
authenticity and integrity of multimedia data is a common
technique by experts. Under the premise that the multimedia
information satisfies certain perceived quality, digital
watermark will be embedded in multimedia data. Even minor
changes to the digital work, it can destroy the watermark.
According to its sensitivity and the change of watermark
information extracted from the works, legal users can judge
whether digital works are tampered, and even indicate the
tamper position and the nature of attack.
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) proposed by Ojala [1,2] is
texture descriptor. The LBP texture descriptor represents the
relation between the gray value of the 8 neighborhood
sampling point and the center pixel. Pattern recognition is
carried out by extracting the LBP texture feature. Ojala et al. [3]
applied rotation invariant LBP histogram to the texture feature
classification. According to the LBP’s simple and efficient,
literature [4] obtains a good classification effect on the texture
database. LBP can also be widely used in face recognition [5,6],
dynamic texture recognition [7], morphological localization [8],
etc.
Zhang et al. [9] introduced LBP into watermark for the first
time and proposed a semi-fragile watermarking algorithm
based on the LBP operators. Firstly, it computes the LBP

On the basis of the literature [10], literatures [11,12]
proposed the modified fragile watermarking algorithm based
on LBP. In the watermark generation and embedding stage, the
algorithm has no scrambling pre-operation and does directly
deal with the non-overlapping 3*3 blocks. Then the scheme
processes the similar embedding manipulation with the
literature [10]. Finally, the watermarked image is formed. In
the image tamper detection stage, the calculated watermark bits
S’, W’ and M’ will be compared with extracted watermark bits
S’’, W’’ and M’’. If they are not the same, the current image
block is judged as “tampered block”. The tamper detection rate
of this scheme are better than the literature [10], but the
literatures [11,12] have no detailed description of tampering
and tampering recovery.
In the paper, our main work is to find the copy-move and
splicing forgery question about the fragile watermarking based
on LBP. Through experimental analysis and comparison, the
previously proposed algorithms fail to detect the corresponding
3*3 blocks copy-move and splicing attack. Additionally,
experiments demonstrate that the algorithm can’t detect
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properly the copy-move and splicing attack because of the one
or two pixel bits translation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly reviews basis knowledge of LBP. Section 3 thoroughly
analyzes the copy-move and splicing forgery of the fragile
watermarking algorithm based on LBP. Experiment results are
presented in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the paper.
II.

LOCAL BINARY PATTERN

Local binary pattern [1, 2] is image texture descriptor based
on image spatial local operator. The core concept of LBP is that
the gray value of the center pixel compares with its circularly
symmetric 8 neighborhood, then the corresponding block will
be taken the 2-valued mathematical operation. The gray level
of pixels is 256. For the LBP number of

 xc ,y c  ,

FIGURE II. THE CALCULATION PROCESS OF
[10,11,12]

s

SEQUENCE OF LBP

Combining the rule of LBP with the Figure 3, we can
discuss whether it can detect tampering, when the algorithm is
affected by the corresponding 3*3 blocks copy-move and
splicing attack. When the algorithm is corrupted by the copymove and splicing attack because of the one or two pixel bits
translation (Figure 3 (b) and (c) are as shown), whether it can
effectively detect tampering.

we

describe it as follows:
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Where,

.

 xc ,y c  is the coordinate of the center pixel C ,

g c . g i is the pixel value of the i-th
neighborhood pixel. R represents the research radius in pixel,
P represents the number of sampling points. For example, the
 P ,R  values can select  8,1 , 16,2 , etc. Figure 1
its pixel value is

shows the computing processes of the LBP number.

FIGURE I. THE COMPUTING PROCESSES OF THE LBP NUMBER

III.

FIGURE III. THE CASES OF 3*3 BLOCKS

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this chapter, we present and analyze the copy-move and
splicing problems of LBP fragile watermark based on the
experimental results. The experimental process is performed
using MATLAB R2010b, on a PC with 8G RAM, 240G SSD
and the Intel Core i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20 GHz.
We select 512*512 images (Lena and Mona Lisa) for LBPbased fragile watermarking experiments. The experimental
results are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 (a) and (b) is
respectively the original image Lena and Mona Lisa. Figure 4
(c) and (d) are the watermarked image after the fragile
watermarking algorithm based on LBP. Figure 4 (e) is the
watermarked image by the copy-move attack. Figure 4 (f) is the
watermarked image by the splicing attack. When the algorithm
is tampered with Figure 4 (e) and (f), it can’t be effectively
detected and determine whether the tampering.

ANALYSIS OF THE FRAGILE WATERMARKING
ALGORITHM BASED ON LBP

The rule of LBP [10,11,12] is different from the original
LBP. According to the 8 neighborhood relationship of the
center pixel, it can obtain the 8-bit binary watermark
authentication information

S  S  s 7s 6s 5s 4s 3s 2s1s 0   ,

(a) the original image of Lena (b) the original image of Mona Lisa

where, si is the sign of each neighboring pixel. Specific
implementation is shown by Figure 2.
(c) the watermarked image of Lena
(d) the watermarked image of
Mona Lisa
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